We describe methods that can be employed at a fi = 500 GeV e+e- 
INTRODUCTION
The nature of Electroweak Symmetry Breaking remains as one of the last unexplored frontiers in our understanding of the Electroweak interactions. The standard sum x U(1) model of these interactions [l] predicts a neutral scalar (Ho) called the Higgs particle which breaks the symmetry of the Electroweak interaction and gives mass to the fundamental fermions. Supersymmetric models [2] , such as the Minimal Supersymmetric extension to the Standard Model (MSSM), predict a cadre of Higgs particles for the same purpose. Testing these models to truly understand the nature of the Higgs particle will be a crucial experiment We begin with a detailed description of the assumed accelerator parameters, detector simulation, and differential cross sections used in the Monte Carlo programs for this study.
We then present the elements of the different analyses used to extract the branching fractions of the Higgs.
ACCELERATOR PARAMETERS
In simulating collision processes at high energy ese-linear colliders, consideration must be given to the interactions between the collective electromagnetic fields of the particle bunches and the beam particles themselves. The beam densities required for sufficient luminosity for particle physics will result in extremely large electromagnetic fields, which can affect the motion of particles involved in the collision. Radiation of photons in the beam-beam collision ( "beamstrahlung") will degrade the available center-of-mass energy, resulting in lower luminosity at the design energy of the accelerator [6] . As a result, the amount of beamstrahlung that occurs has become an important parameter in linear collider design. Figures 2(a) , (b), and (c) show center of mass energy spectra due to beamstrahlung calculated for three different linear collider designs in the approximation of no intrinsic initial-state radiation. Figure 2 (d) shows the center-of-mass energy spectrum from initial state radiation alone. Any annihilation events that occur will have a center-of-mass energy spectrum that is the convolution of initial-state radiation and the beamstrahlung spectrum resulting from the collider design. Initial state radiation and beamstrahlung are comparable in their degradation of the center-of-mass energy spectrum away from the beam energy. It can also be shown [7] that hard radiation is almost always due to only one of the initial state particles, not both. This allows kinematic fits where the missing momentum along the beam axis and the missing energy are the same. The beamstrahlung spectrum we assume for these analyses, which is calculated assuming the Palmer F accelerator parameters [3] , is identical to the spectrum labeled "X-Band' in Fig. 2 . Thus, this is a "worst case" estimate of the center-of-mass energy smearing due to beam-beam radiation.
EVENT AND DETECTOR SIMULATION
One of the great advantages of physics experiments at high-energy e+e-colliders is that the high-m background processes that might obscure a Higgs signal are relatively small in size and are theoretically well-understood and accurately calculable. At these energies, the dominant background cross-sections are due to hard electroweak and QCD processes. events per year at typical design luminosities. For integrated luminosities of 50 fb' at center-of-mass energies around 500 GeV, these background processes contribute more than one million events per year to the data volume. It should be emphasized that these standard model processes (and others with much lower cross-sections, such as [9] e+e-t Z"Zo and e+e-t WWZ) are the only significant sources of backgrounds for most physics analyses, including studies of the Higgs. and to fragment and hadronize the decay products of all the events in this study. In order to emphasize that the required detector performance for analyses at a high-energy efe-linear collider are similar to those achieved with current technology, the detector properties used for this study are chosen to be similar to those of the SLD detector [13] . In particular, final state particles are smeared according to Table II . Note that for charged particles, the momentum from the tracking system is always used, as this is far more accurate than the calorimeter for virtually all particles. An overlap-subtraction technique is used to extract the neutral energy where charged-track and neutral clusters overlap in the calorimeter. As can be seen from the table, this results in a degradation of energy resolution for these particles, but the added information on the total energy present markedly improves the overall energy/mass resolution of the detector.
All leptons are considered to be indentified with 100% accuracy, although in reality none of the analyses wouId be severely affected by the lepton identification efficiencies obtained with existing detectors. In addition, all tracks with pr less than 150 MeV/c and all particles within 10" of the beamline are removed.
A high-precision vertex detector is used to distinguish those tracks which miss the event origin by an amount significantly larger than the error on the measured distance.
We assume that the measurement error on the impact parameter b, the three-dimensional distance-of-closest approach to the interaction point, can be parametrized in the following manner:
We have set the asymptotic resolution term A to 5 pm in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, and to 20 pm along the beam axis. The multiple-scattering term B has been chosen to be 50 pm in both cases. These resolutions are comparable to those obtained by the SLD collaboration with a CCD pixel vertex detector [14] .
One identifies events containing heavy quarks by counting the number of tracks having 
MEASUREMENT OF HIG,GS BRANCHING FRACTIONS
If a Higgs. boson is discovered at a future accelerator, it will be imperative to learn as much as possible about the Higgs so as to understand the true nature of electroweak symmetry breaking. Besides its mass, the parameters which determine the relationship of the Higgs to the standard model are its couplings to the standard model particles. This presents the experimenter with a series of measureable constants:
Vector Boson Couplings These can be determined by measuring the total cross-section for the Bjorken bremsstrahlung process e+e-+ Z"Ho, or by measuring the branching fractions for H t WW(*) and H + ZZ(*) if th e mass of the Higgs is large enough. Note that, since one measures the total cross section times the branching fraction, a measurement of the rate into the ZZ(*) final state would give the absolute width I'(H t ZZ(*)).
Higgs-Fermion Couplings
These can be determined for light fermions by measuring the branching fractions for H + b& H -+ CC, and H + r + r -. The coupling between the Higgs and the top can be derived by measuring the total cross-section for ttH bremsstrahlung [15] , or by measuring the branching fraction for H + gg.
The following subsections present methods for measuring the product a(e+e---+ Z"Ho)tot x l?(H + XX), where X represents any possible final-state particle.
Measurement of I'(H --+ WV(*))
We present two complementary analyses to measure the branching fraction of the Higgs into W-bosons: one using the hadronic decay modes of both Ws, the second requiring one of the Ws to decay leptonically.
Hadronic Decay Modes (s-jet Analysis)
This analysis requires the reconstruction of the 6-jet final state containing the four jets from the Higgs and the two from the 2, and thus could be applied equally well to study the branching 'fraction for H + ZZ(*). Since measurement of the jet-pair masses is crucial, cuts on visible energy (Evi, > 0.8 I&M) and total longitudinal and transverse momentum (Cp, < 20 GeV, Cp, < 30 GeV) are placed on the events to limit the amount of missing energy taken away by neutrinos or radiation. A containment cut of / cos&hrUst ]< 0.7 is also imposed. The event is broken up into 6 jets, and the masses of all possible pairings are computed.
The pair closest to the mass of the 2 is designated the 2 candidate, and the event is rejected if this mass is not within 10 GeV of mz. The mass of the other four jets is required to be within 10 GeV of the known Higgs mass. To further reject background, the angle between the two jets from the 2 is required to be less than 90", and the angle between the two jets that comprise the real W from the higgs decay is required to be less than 120". Once the event has been selected for the ZH final state, several cuts are applied to select specifically for the 6-jet final state where the Higgs decays to 4 jets. The first of these, which generally removes events with a 4-jet final state, is to require that the gCUt for the 6-jet solution returned from the JADE cluster-finding algorithm [16] is greater than 8 x 10e4. This cut is based on the knowledge that, due to the large masses of the 2 and
Higgs, jets tend to be well-separated in the final state. This is true even if the Higgs decays to a boson virtual-boson pair (a three-body decay), since the invariant mass spectrum of the virtual boson decay products is peaked towards the maximum value allowed kinematically [17] . If the Higgs decays to two fermions, the two jets are usually distinct, and the entire event clearly has four jets. For this event to be constrained into a 6-jet solution, two of the jets have to be split, leaving the largest allowed combination of invariant masses where 6 jets still exist as a relatively small fraction of the total visible energy, and hence a small value of This analysis takes advantage of the large branching fraction for the W to decay to leptons, and thus has completely different systematics from the method described above.
The strategy is to choose events with one high-momentum, isolated lepton, and then fit 
Measurement of I'(H -+ T+T-)
This analysis is similar to that of Ref. 19 . Since the Higgs is so much more massive than the r, the taus in the H -+ T+T-decay receive a tremendous boost. Thus, to a good approximation, the decay products of the tau fall into a very narrow cone along its initial direction. Since the center-of-mass energy and momentum is known, we can reconstruct the initial r energies and the recoiling Z. At this stage, it is not neccessary to use our (assumed) knowledge of the Higgs mass except to provide initial values for the fit. We only consider here the l-prong decay modes of the r for simplicity. The events are required to have some missing energy (Evi, < 0.8 EcM), to be contained within the detector (I cosOrhrust I< 0.7), and to have a minimum of 10 charged particles to eliminate background from e+e---+ 2'2'
events. Candidates for the two tau decay products are chosen by selecting the two most isolated particles in the event, where isolation p is defined by pi = min Ei (1 -cos6ij). The minimum allowed momentum of the two tracks is 5 GeV. These particles must be less than 120" apart, and have opposite charges. In addition, when these particles plus any associated neutrals within a cone of 10" around the particle direction are subtracted from the event the remainder must have a mass within 10 GeV of the 2 mass. The final kinematic requirement is tha$ they lie within 11.5" of the plane containing the Higgs (2) momentum.
The energies of the taus and the recoiling 2 are then extracted from a O-C fit subject to energy and 'momentum constraints. . Figure 9 shows the combined invariant mass of the two taus after their energies have been extracted from the fit. Note that this particular analysis results in extremely low background contamination to the H --+ r+r-sample. The background here is almost entirely due to e+e-+ 2'2' events where the one 2' + r+r-decay has been badly reconstructed. There are 17.4 signal events over a background of 3 events within 15 GeV of the Higgs mass.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS Table IV contains a numerical compilation of the results for the measurements of the Higgs branching fractions presented in the above section. For each analysis the "signal" region used is the one defined in the above descriptions. To calculate the signal-to-noise ratios for each analysis, the Standard Model branching fractions were assumed for a Higgs with mass 140 GeV. The assumed integrated luminosity is 50 f'bi. Figure IO GeV (see Fig. l(a) ), a measurement of this branching fraction should prove to be a powerful discriminatory tool to understand the nature of a discovered Higgs particle.
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